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Macro



Depth
During this project I found that I enjoy shallow 
photography. It’s amazing what kind of things you 
can find in the BYU-I gardens when you are looking 
up close. I believe the sprinklers had just turned off 
when I arrived, so I got lucky with the flowers having 
tons of water droplets on them. I also found some 
over cooperative bugs that were more than happy to 
pose for their picture while I figured out my zoom and 
aperture to get plenty of bokeh in the photo. Once 
I figured out my camera settings, my process was to 
zoom out my lens as far as it goes (55mm) and set 
the aperture as wide as it goes (f/5.6). I then moved 
the camera closer or farther away from the subject 
to find a place where it was in focus. In Photoshop I 
enhanced each photo’s vibrancy and curves settings 
and increased the sharpness in the focal area.



Bannack Portraits



Going to the Bannack Montana ghost town 
with my digital imaging class was a great 
learning experience for me, especially for 
portraits. I got to practice using many different 
types of auxiliary lights such as speed lights. I 
also began to learn much more about how to 
work with models, though I still need to work 
on being a better director. For editing these 
photos, I used the levels, curves, and vibrancy 
adjustment layers in Photoshop. I also used the 
sharpening tool on the model’s eyes. On many 
of the photos I used the dodge and burn tools 
to adjust the lighting and shadows. 



Bannack Fine Art



Typography
When I was at Bannack, I took some 
pictures of door knobs. Since I love Harry 
Potter, it made sense to me to make the 
quotes Harry Potter related. I used two 
different things from the Harry Potter 
series for my type: the lock opening spell, 
and the “open at the close” quote from 
the final book. In editing I put each photo 
in Photoshop and did some basic levels, 
curves, and vibrancy adjustments. I added 
the text in Photoshop as well. For the photo 
with the honeycomb design, I created a 
template in Photoshop and added my photo 
into the shapes I arranged. 



Portraits
For the portrait assignment I was happy 
that my roommate and her boyfriend 
agreed to let me take pictures of them 
at the gardens at BYU-I. I had a reflector 
for some of the photos, but not all. For 
the photos I did have a reflector on, I 
used the gold and white sides of a 5 in 1 
reflector. I enhanced the colors in each 
photo using vibrancy and color selecting 
tools. I also adjusted the brightness 
through the curves and levels tools. I 
used the sharpening tool on the eyes, 
and the spot healing brush to remove 
blemishes. On the photo to the right, I 
changed the color of their shirts to blue 
using the replace color brush. 



PerspectivesMotion
For the paper air plane, my process for 
taking the photo was highly dependent 
on getting a lucky shot. I put my camera 
in burst mode and had a roommate throw 
the paper airplane somewhere around 
10 times. I did my best to capture the 
paper airplane in the camera (missing 
it the majority of the time) and finally 
got this shot. In Photoshop I brightened 
the colors of the photo and made the 
contrast between the plane and sky 
more distinct. For the other two motion 
pictures, I set my camera on a tripod and 
used a long shutter.



Other Photos All of the photos pictured here were 
taken either before my digital imaging 
course or they were taken for the 
BYU-I photographics society. 



About the Photographer
Leah McQueen is an aspiring web designer, and a 
new comer to photography. Before coming to school 
at BYU-Idaho she has had little experience with 
anything design or photography related. In the spring 
of 2015, Leah began taking graphic design courses 
and communication courses that have quickly taught 
her to love everything to do with design. Taking 
communications 300, digital imaging, has taught her to 
love photography as well. This book encapsulates the 
beginning of her photography experience. 

All photography, editing, layout design, and writing in 
this book was done by Leah McQueen.
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